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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract    
Companies originally moved to adopt standards-based technologies like 
those underlying the Web and the Internet as a way to achieve 
distributed computing functionality at a very low total cost of ownership. 
However, these companies had to forego many of the user interface 
and productivity advantages that other distributed computing methods, 
such as traditional client/server applications, used to give them. As a 
result, companies continue to struggle to address the issue of how to 
realize the benefits of rich clients in conjunction with the benefits of 
distributed, low-cost applications. 
 
While companies have long delivered application functionality to Web 
browsers, users are now coming to expect increasingly greater 
interactivity from this presentation tier. They are demanding a set of rich 
user experience capabilities that include visual interactivity elements 
and instant access to information, interaction with distributed and 
remote applications, and integration with local desktop applications.  
Businesses today want to gain the operational and cost advantages of 
Internet and Web Services technologies, but don’t want the limitations 
that Web browsers impose on user interfaces. 
 
This report discusses and analyzes approaches to providing the optimal 
combination of rich client interaction and low-cost interaction through 
standards-based distributed computing. In addition, this report will 
present an approach to designing SOAs that appropriately abstract 
presentation layer considerations and enable users to choose the user 
interfaces that are most appropriate to their business needs without 
having to change any underlying business logic. 

 
Key Points:Key Points:Key Points:Key Points:    

"""" Market Overview Market Overview Market Overview Market Overview    
• Rich clients will supplant portals as the primary interface to Web Services 

and Service-oriented functionality in the enterprise by the end of 2007. 

• The total opportunity for rich clients for SOAs is over $923 million by 2010 
realized by new entrant and incumbent vendors.     

"""" Future Trends Future Trends Future Trends Future Trends    
• The window of opportunity for new rich client entrants will start to wane 

when Microsoft makes the Longhorn wave of OS improvements generally 
available in 2006, at the earliest 

• The increasing adoption of devices, mobile computing, and sometimes-
connected systems, movement to asynchronous computing, and adoption of 
e-Forms will mandate widespread and rapid adoption of rich clients. 
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I.I.I.I.    Report ScopeReport ScopeReport ScopeReport Scope    
At some point, all computer applications, whether simple or complex, must 
interact with a human operator – the user. In many instances, the usability of an 
application’s interface determines the usability of the application. Yet, achieving 
good usability is difficult because it consists of many parts: visual appeal, 
intuitiveness of control and navigation, response time, the number of steps 
required to accomplish a goal, and effective interaction with other applications a 
user might be currently using. 

In the traditional host-based, client/server, and n-tier architectures, companies 
have sought to meet these interaction requirements by implementing a separate 
tier of application infrastructure called the presentation layer to provide the 
elements of user interface functionality. While other infrastructure tiers, such as 
the application tier, aim to separate business logic from underlying data storage, 
the presentation tier separates application presentation logic and user interface 
logic from underlying business logic. This presentation layer has led to the 
development of a wealth of user interface technologies, ranging from text-based 
green-screen interfaces to graphic user interface-based (GUI) desktop 
applications to Web browser-based offerings. 

The advent of the Web, however, sacrificed much of the robust client 
functionality of the thick clients in client/server architectures for the benefits of 
thin clients: scalability and loose coupling between the browser and the Web 
server. Much of the efforts of the GUI vendor community since the establishment 
of the Web has focused on improving the user experience in spite of the 
limitations of browsers and the core Web protocols. In fact, users are coming to 
expect increasingly greater interactivity from the presentation layer. They are 
demanding a set of rich client capabilities that include visual interactivity 
elements and instant access to information, interaction with distributed and 
remote applications, and integration with local desktop applications.  Businesses 
today want to gain the operational and cost advantages of deploying applications 
over the Internet, but don’t want the limitations that Web browsers impose on 
user interfaces. Unfortunately, there has been no practical way to provide rich 
client capabilities without reintroducing the scalability and manageability 
limitations of thick clients—that is, until now. 

What is different in the distributed computing world today as compared with the 
mid 1990s is, of course the movement to standards-based, loosely coupled 
computing based on Web Services—what ZapThink calls Service-oriented (SO) 
computing. Where HTML and HTTP, the standards underlying the Web provided a 
measure of loose coupling between Web Servers and browsers, Web Services 
provide loose coupling between any two pieces of software that support them. By 
following SO computing techniques, vendors are now able to develop rich client 
products that remain loosely coupled from the distributed computing 
infrastructures that they expose.  

Up to this point in time, the primary uses of Web Services have been to simplify 
application integration and provide the underlying standards for Service-Oriented 
Architectures (SOAs). While Web Services provide a technological means to 
access distributed computing functionality, they doesn’t provide any sort of 
visual front-end to those applications. In fact, loose coupling is one of the 
fundamental tenets of Web Services-based Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), 
which mandates separating the way that an application looks from its underlying 
functionality. Nevertheless, companies still need user interfaces to that 
functionality. Desktop applications, Web browser interfaces, and text interfaces 
are insufficient to meet the needs of the evolving user. As such, several vendors 
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are now working on building a set of new technologies that offer a rich user 
experience on top of Web Services, thus providing the presentation layer to Web 
Services. 

This report discusses and analyzes approaches to providing rich clients that in 
part rely upon SOAs to provide the optimal combination of rich user interaction 
and low cost of ownership through standards-based distributed computing. In 
addition, this report will present an approach to designing SOAs that 
appropriately abstracts presentation layer implementations and enables users to 
choose the user interfaces that are most appropriate to their business needs 
without having to change any underlying business logic.  

Furthermore, while today’s enterprises frequently rely upon portals to provide 
user interfaces to Web Services and SOAs, this report will discuss how existing 
portal approaches are not sufficient to meet the increasing demands for user 
interactivity and capabilities within an SOA. In addition, this report does not cover 
infrastructural or client-side coding aspects that aren’t specifically relevant to the 
user interface. ZapThink believes that there are enough pieces of third-party 
research available to properly evaluate the merits of these solutions. Rather, this 
report will focus on the set of products and solutions that exist at the intersection 
between SOAs and rich presentation layer implementations, including emerging 
trends towards the application of Web Services to electronic forms handling (e-
Forms). In addition, the report discusses emerging standards for implementing 
rich clients that interact with Web Services. 

The report then provides detail about the shifting nature of rich clients for SOAs. 
Finally, the report provides detailed market predictions for Web Services-based 
rich client market segments, based upon current trends within these markets, as 
well as trends within the overall IT industry and business at large. 

II.II.II.II.    The Evolution of the Presentation LayerThe Evolution of the Presentation LayerThe Evolution of the Presentation LayerThe Evolution of the Presentation Layer    
In the early days of computing, the only interfaces to application functionality 
were text-based terminals and printed output. As personal computers evolved, 
interfaces became more visually appealing and intuitive. Fundamentally, in these 
early systems, the interface was tightly coupled to the presentation logic. Simply 
put, an application controlled both its user interaction as well as the underlying 
business logic to process that interaction. Any changes to the user interface 
would necessitate recoding the underlying application, possibly resulting in 
changes to the business logic as well.  

This tight coupling of user presentation to business logic extended through the 
client/server era as companies sought to separate systems that consumed 
business logic from those that served up the applications. It was only the 
emergence of the Web that changed this paradigm by introducing the thin client 
as a means of providing user interface capabilities on top of distributed 
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computing functionality.  

Thick clients generally are applications that directly interact with the user in 
which business and presentation logic are on the client, and data access can 
either be resident on the client or on a remote server. A thin client only requires 
presentation logic to exist at the client, while both data access and business 
logic can reside on a remote server. One advantage of the typical thin client is 
the elimination of any download and installation of user interface software on the 
user’s system, while one advantage of a thick client is that since it is a program 
installed on a user’s local machine, it can be made to perform whatever logic 
and operations are necessary to meet functionality and interactivity 
requirements. 

The use of standards to describe a user interface, in this case HTML, combined 
with general-purpose clients that would consume those interfaces illustrated the 
power of loose coupling – namely the great amount of flexibility achieved by 
separating the presentation tier from the underlying business logic tier. In 
addition, the Web proved that distributed computing was possible at very low 
total cost of ownership. Web browsers enabled companies to distribute 
applications without needing to deploy software onto desktops or end devices. 

Yet, despite the advancement in architecture that the Web represented, the Web 
browser interface was severely limited in comparison with the relatively thicker 
interfaces of the client/server technologies. Users quickly realized that while 
exhibiting excellent economics, the Web, and in particular HTML, was not an 
adequate substitute for their existing tightly-coupled client/server technologies 
for the following reasons: 

! User interaction limitations: HTML was originally intended for publishing 
of static, text-heavy documents with limited user interaction. As such, 
the format lacks significant capabilities that even the most basic of 
client/server applications possess. HTML lacks the ability to provide 
windows for data, drag-and-drop capabilities, sortable and resizable 
data grids, spreadsheet capabilities, dynamic data visualization 
capabilities, and resizable viewing areas. The lack of these features 
hinders a user’s productivity. 

! Poor performance: The Web was designed with a stateless mode of 
interaction in mind. As a result, users interact with Web sites using a 
“click-wait-reload” methodology that requires the browser to reload a 
new document for every user interaction. This approach requires 
frequent roundtrips between browser and server in order to accomplish 
any multi-step process, resulting in reduced user productivity, increased 
server strain, and unnecessary network overhead.  

!  Poor suitability for event-based or real-time interaction: As described 
above, the Web is based on a stateless request/response model in 
which the user is responsible for determining when information is to be 
retrieved from servers. While there exist a number of hacks and kludges 
around this model that basically forces the browser to reload 
information on a preset timeframe, the Web communication model in 
essence does not support two-way, real-time communications. Event-
driven, asynchronous, real-time based interaction with clients are simply 
not possible using today’s Web browser technology. 

2.1.2.1.2.1.2.1.    The Need for the Rich ClientThe Need for the Rich ClientThe Need for the Rich ClientThe Need for the Rich Client    

When we talk about user interfaces, we generally talk about clients. A client, in 
effect, is really the application that resides on an individual’s machine that 
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" Vendor Focus 
MacromediaMacromediaMacromediaMacromedia    
MicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoft 

controls the interaction with business logic. In the past, when we spoke about 
these UI clients, we sorted the kinds of technology approaches into two relative 
buckets: thick clients and thin clients.  

Clearly, the boundary between what can be defined as a thin client versus what 
is thick is really a relative judgment call. Until the late 1990’s, it was easy to 
differentiate between thin and thick because thick clients were usually 
client/server applications that required installation of software on a desktop 
machine, while thin clients were typically Web browsers that relied on the fact 
that the application logic was already installed on an end-user’s desktop. Yet, 
this line is increasingly blurred as thin clients require proprietary plug-ins such as 
Macromedia Macromedia Macromedia Macromedia Flash or runtime virtual machines such as Java or MicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoft ActiveX 
desktop controls to function properly. As such, the delineation between what is 
thin or thick is less than obvious. 

However, in the context of standards-based, loosely coupled, distributed 
computing, the terms “thin” and “thick” are not particularly meaningful in any 
case. What we really care about is whether or not the consumer of a given client 
can value-add the service with a rich set of user interactivity capabilities or is 
limited to a poor set of capabilities. In this vein, we are talking about rich clients 
that define an increasing set of capabilities that thin, thick, and anywhere in 
between can take advantage of.  

The set of capabilities for “rich clients” include the ability to:  

! Provide advanced capabilities for user interaction – Users demand the 
versatility and low cost of thin clients but the richness of interaction that 
thick clients provide. These rich clients must be able to provide 
windowing features and data navigation controls including buttons, 
check boxes, radio buttons, toggles, windows, palettes, dialogs, menus, 
hierarchical menus, popup menus, lists, outlines, tables, expand and 
collapse lists, sliders, scroll bars, progress bars, edit fields, tabs, and 
scrolling borders. These clients should also provide powerful rich-media 
component objects like animated sprites, multi-track sound, and movies 
that are rendered using the latest technologies.  

! Integrate local and remote sources of data and business logic – In 
addition to rich user interaction, rich clients must be able to integrate 
local and remote sources of data and business logic to provide the most 
productive user environment. Typical thin clients are not easily able to 
integrate local information, and thick clients have traditionally not been 
able to handle disparate, heterogeneous information in the enterprise. 
The rich client can take advantage of standards-based, Service-oriented 
(SO) approaches to integrate all the content, communications, and 
application interfaces it can physically access. Rich clients must provide 
seamless integration for all data sources, messaging technologies, and 
types of interaction. 

! Loosely couple presentation from application logic – One of the biggest 
benefits that a rich client should provide is the ability for end users to 
create and modify rich client presentation and user interface 
functionality without having to modify any server-side business logic. 
Similarly, developers of a server-side application shouldn’t have to make 
any changes to rich client functionality to make sure that the two sides 
can communicate. The rich client, like the standards-based Web thin 
client, can be truly loosely coupled and thus enable independent 
innovation of the business logic and the user interface to that business 
logic.  

The line between 
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! Provide greater intelligence and efficiency in distributed computing – 
Rich clients aren’t tethered by specific, tightly-coupled communications 
protocols as are most client/server thick clients and Web-based thin 
clients. Rather, rich clients can communicate with a wide range of 
distributed computing systems using both synchronous and 
asynchronous communication modes as needed. As a result, rich clients 
can surpass the inefficient request/response paradigm of thin clients 
and also not be confined by proprietary protocols, so as to make use of 
the most cost-effective and productive means to communicate. Finally, 
rich clients won’t need to dynamically generate sets of information 
simply to transmit large data sets, and can afford to maintain client-side 
data storage and message queuing.  

! Enable online and offline modes of usage – Commensurate with the 
ability to use a wide range of protocols is the ability to provide for 
distributed computing interaction whether or not the client is physically 
connected to the network. Users require the ability to interact with 
applications while they are offline on occasionally connected devices 
such as mobile phones, laptops, and personal digital assistants (PDAs). 
Similarly, users want to be able to take advantage of their network 
connections through two-way, event-driven, and notification-based 
communications. Rich clients enable online, offline, and sometimes-
connected modes of interaction through client-side caching 
mechanisms, support for asynchronous protocols, and stateful 
interaction with servers.  

! Deployment onto multiple platforms and channels – Finally, rich clients 
should be able to support deployment onto a wide range of platforms 
and devices. Truly loosely coupled, standards-based rich clients can 
likewise abstract their underlying runtime platform, enabling users to 
specify their presentation layer preferences without having to decide on 
a particular runtime environment. Rich clients also should support a 
wide range of user interaction channels including telephone, email, 
voice interaction, as well as traditional network-based computing 
technologies. 

As can be seen from the above set of requirements, the new breed of rich client 
offers more than either the thick or thin client approaches of the past ever have. 

2.2.2.2.2.2.2.2.    Why the Portal is Not EnoughWhy the Portal is Not EnoughWhy the Portal is Not EnoughWhy the Portal is Not Enough    

As companies sought to leverage Web-based interfaces for access to enterprise 
data and applications, the portal began to emerge as the accepted corporate 
interface to data and software functionality dispersed throughout the 
organization. When portals first emerged, they were a way of consolidating 
separate corporate Web sites and Web interfaces to corporate applications into 
an aggregated view that users could personalize, along the lines of “My Yahoo!” 
Rather than working with separate interfaces to multiple different applications, 
the portal ties together the various user interfaces.  

Such portals provided a personalized, role-based view of many of the information 
systems and resources used within an organization. The main reason why 
enterprises implemented these portals was to lower content and application 
delivery costs and to extend the reach of back-end applications. In addition, 
portals provided role-based administration, access to semi-structured and 
unstructured content, and knowledge management and collaboration 
capabilities. However, while providing an integrated view of information from 
multiple systems, these early portals didn’t integrate applications at the user 
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interface level. Instead, these portals provided separate views into separate 
applications. 

For many companies the current state of the art with regards to presentation 
layer interfaces to disparate, heterogeneous assets in the enterprise is the 
portal, for good reason. A portal’s greatest benefit comes not from creating a 
single view of multiple resources, but from linking these resources directly to 
business processes, even when those processes involve multiple resources. 
Companies quickly realized that having multiple, separate portlet views into 
different application silos is not particularly helpful. Rather, what they need is a 
cohesive integration of the various pieces of information presented to the user, 
and a logical flow that connects applications and human workflow tasks. Simply 
put, a portal must provide a user interface to a process, not to a single 
application. 

In order to mitigate the costs and risks of integrating siloed applications in the 
portal, as well as provided the primary SOA benefit of business agility, portals 
must supply interfaces to loosely coupled, coarse-grained Services that in turn 
provide access to business logic without requiring integration within the user 
interface. Rather than simply providing access to information, the latest breed of 
portals is beginning to provide interfaces to the processes people need to do 
their jobs. Indeed, companies don’t implement portals because they aggregate 
user interfaces; they implement them because they provide a window on the 
business processes that are important to an organization. Rather than simply 
connecting directly to the back-end systems and providing visual islands of 
information, portals should provide a process-driven approach to assembling 
logical flows of information from disparate data and information sources and 
provide a role-based, personalized presentation layer on top of those flows. 

However, as the portal is put to increasingly more important use in providing 
interfaces to processes and enterprise applications, users will increasingly 
demand that these portals provide rich client capabilities – despite the fact that 
they are based on the limitations of today’s Web technologies. Namely, the most 
effective portal will need to handle rich user interactivity, offline and online 
modes of interaction, integration with local as well as remote data, advanced 
connectivity and messaging capabilities, and deployment onto a wide range of 
systems and devices. Simply put, today’s corporate portals from vendors such as 
Vignette, Plumtree, OraVignette, Plumtree, OraVignette, Plumtree, OraVignette, Plumtree, Oracle, cle, cle, cle, and others can no longer be based on Web-based 
thin client technologies. Rather, companies must evolve beyond the simplistic 
Web-based portals and use Web Services-based, Service-Oriented rich clients 
that leverage new technologies, protocols, and user interface approaches.  

2.3.2.3.2.3.2.3.    Will Applications Deliver their own UI in the future?Will Applications Deliver their own UI in the future?Will Applications Deliver their own UI in the future?Will Applications Deliver their own UI in the future?    

In the future, companies won’t be purchasing monolithic enterprise applications 
that each contain their own, separate user interface. Rather, enterprises will buy 
application functionality exposed as Services that they can deploy in an SOA that 
uses the portal as its primary user interface. Such Services must be stitched 
together into Service-oriented processes that users interact with via enterprise 
portals. Services will become the norm by which enterprises interact with 
enterprise applications. Companies should not only demand standard interfaces 
via Web Services-based APIs, but also demand SO solutions that expose Service-
oriented business processes that enterprise portals can consume. 

In fact, many major business application vendors, such as SAPSAPSAPSAP and SiebelSiebelSiebelSiebel, are 
thinking about providing their application functionality as Services without any UI, 
or at least very much loosely coupled from the UI that they provide as a key 
component of their application. The movement to UI-less business applications is 
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a positive step for companies looking to adopt SOAs in that many firms spend 
much of their time and budget trying to work around the interfaces that these 
vendors have put into place. As application vendors move to process-driven 
Services that are decoupled from UI, they will find that their Services deliver 
greater value in that they can be embedded within the critical business functions 
companies depend on, rather than being segregated as an island of information 
on the network. 

2.4.2.4.2.4.2.4.    Understanding the Presentation Layer Requirements of SOAsUnderstanding the Presentation Layer Requirements of SOAsUnderstanding the Presentation Layer Requirements of SOAsUnderstanding the Presentation Layer Requirements of SOAs    

While technologies like Web Services provide a technological means to access 
distributed computing functionality, they don’t inherently provide a visual front-
end to those applications. In fact, one of the fundamental tenets of Web 
Services-based Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) is loose coupling, which 
mandates separating the way that an application appears from its underlying 
functionality. This is the systems view of SOA that is discussed in much of 
ZapThink’s research on the topic (see the SOA Tools and Best Practices Report 
[ZTR-WS107] for more detail). 

In essence, the systems view of SOA is different from other forms of IT 
architecture. As the below diagram implies, an SOA mandates loose coupling, not 
only between the Services and their underlying implementation, but also their 
visualization and representation to users.   

Figure Figure Figure Figure IIIIIIII----1111: Simpl: Simpl: Simpl: Simplified Systems View of SOAified Systems View of SOAified Systems View of SOAified Systems View of SOA    
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According to this figure, SOA systems architects should create both Services that 
users can interact with through any means they deem necessary, including Web-
based modes of interaction, telephone, email, or not directly interact with the Service 
at all. The systems vew of SOA doesn’t even mandate that a user must interact with a 
Service, since any process can be initiated automatically by another system, an 
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event, or some non-user trigger mechanism. It is this loose coupling of user interface 
that differentiates SOA, among many other critical and major ways, from n-tier, 
client/server and other IT architectures. 

III.III.III.III.    Implementing Rich User Interactivity on SOAsImplementing Rich User Interactivity on SOAsImplementing Rich User Interactivity on SOAsImplementing Rich User Interactivity on SOAs    
As companies desire richer interaction between their Web Services-based 
applications and the users of those applications, rich client solutions will increasingly 
gain prominence in the enterprise. Users will increasingly demand the ability to 
present very large data sets to a dispersed audience without sacrificing the 
economics that either Web applications or the rich user experience that traditional 
client/server applications provide.  

However, there is more than a single approach to providing the rich presentation 
layer to Web Services demanded by users. The categories of solution that provide 
these capabilities include: 

! The desktop operating system as a rich client 

! Specific-purpose desktop applications becoming general-purpose Web 
Services rich clients 

! Focused rich client solutions 

! Rich client development languages for custom user interfaces 

! Server-based approaches that augment existing user interface 
technologies. 

This report explores each of these approaches in detail below. 

3.1.3.1.3.1.3.1.    The Evolving Desktop Operating SystemThe Evolving Desktop Operating SystemThe Evolving Desktop Operating SystemThe Evolving Desktop Operating System    

The desktop operating system has evolved considerably since it made its first 
widespread debut in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s. In those days, the 
operating system was little more than a glorified file system and handler to load 
floppy-disk (or tape-based) applications into memory. Yet, the developers of the 
operating systems have proven that the OS serves as the primary point of 
interaction with users, and with the emergence of the graphical user interface 
(GUI), adds significant enhancements in usability and software development 
including windowing, object-oriented programming, and support for client/server 
interaction. 

And so, it is little surprise that the leading OS platform, MicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoft Windows, is 
adding deep and robust support for both Web Services-based SOAs and rich 
client capabilities. As computing as a whole goes the way of Services, so too 
does the desktop operating system.  

Microsoft    has announced significant moves in this direction with their Avalon 
project, set for release as part of the Longhorn wave of improvements to the 
Windows operating system. Avalon, based on Web Services and the XML-based 
Extensible Application Markup Language (XAML), provides all the capabilities of 
the rich client combined with Microsoft’s deep support for SOA as a core way it 
will increasingly develop and deliver application functionality to the desktop.  

Despite Microsoft’s dominance of the desktop operating system, vendors of 
other OS environments like SCOSCOSCOSCO are planning to add inherent rich client 
capabilities to their OS as a result of their acquisition of the Vultus Vultus Vultus Vultus WebFace 
product (featured below). There are also calls to add rich client capabilities to 
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various Linux distributions, mainly through incorporation of the increasingly-rich 
MozillaMozillaMozillaMozilla browser.  

In addition to operating systems, desktop applications themselves are 
increasingly becoming rich clients for Web Services. In the past few years, 
applications such as the MicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoft Office suite, Adobe Adobe Adobe Adobe Acrobat, FileMakerFileMakerFileMakerFileMaker, and a 
wide range of other applications have increasingly added support for querying 
remote data sources from Web sites, FTP sources, and other destinations. The 
latest versions of these products now add support for retrieving information from 
Web Services-based applications.  

While certainly these applications are built for a specific task such as 
spreadsheet, word processor, document viewing, or database development, they 
are increasingly finding potency as general-purpose rich clients for distributed 
applications. In particular, people use Microsoft Excel as a general client for 
business intelligence, analytic, and information integration needs. For many 
users, applications like Excel and Acrobat represent their ultimate client capable 
of accessing and manipulating any data they need.  

Furthermore, new offerings such as Microsoft InfoPath and the latest versions of 
the Acrobat product blur the lines between document editing activities and 
interaction with live sources of distributed data. As such, it will be harder to 
classify the set of desktop productivity applications as being purely desktop, 
client/server, or rich client applications. Finally, people are increasingly using 
mobile devices and appliances of a wide range of form factors as general-
purpose rich clients for distributed applications. In these scenarios, devices such 
as mobile phones, TiVo TiVo TiVo TiVo appliances, and tablet form-factor PCs would all present 
credible rich clients. 

However, one of the notable challenges for both operating system and desktop 
applications serving as rich clients is that they are, by definition, tightly coupled 
to the underlying runtime environment. While they can interact in a loosely 
coupled manner with distributed Services on the network, the rich clients 
themselves can only be run and deployed on the platform they were designed 
for. This limitation means that users looking for rich client capabilities they can 
use on a wide range of heterogeneous systems and user devices will find 
solutions like Avalon and Office to only be available for a subset of their user 
community. However, given that over 90% of all computer users have the 
Microsoft Windows platform installed on their desktop, this limitation might not 
be a significant consideration in the long-run. 

In addition, these offerings will only become available when users upgrade to the 
newest operating systems and desktop applications. Given that Avalon is slated 
for a release in 2006 at the earliest, and the fact that many people still use older 
versions of the popular desktop applications, the impact of the rich operating 
system and desktop application likely won’t be felt by a broad audience for some 
time.  

Finally, while some desktop applications may serve as general-purpose rich 
clients, they might not meet one of the criteria for rich clients, namely the loose 
coupling between presentation interface and business logic. As such, those rich 
clients might be more suited to particular tasks than more general-purpose rich 
clients. In addition, the disparate programming models of operating system and 
desktop applications make the development of a generalized user interface 
functionality across these different desktop and OS environments a challenge. 
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3.2.3.2.3.2.3.2.    Rich ClientRich ClientRich ClientRich Client----focused Technologiesfocused Technologiesfocused Technologiesfocused Technologies    

Companies looking to implement rich client technologies across a 
heterogeneous IT infrastructure to meet a wide range of general-purpose rich 
client needs will be most interested in a new breed of solution focused 
specifically on providing rich user interaction across standards-based, loosely 
coupled distributed computing environments. This solution set is the class of 
Rich Client-focused technologies.  

Companies that aim to provide these solutions fall into three general categories: 

! Vendors that utilize a proprietary client-side plug-in to browsers or 
desktop OS environments to provide rich client functionality 

! Vendors that utilize Java or other pre-installed virtual machine 
technology to run client-side logic that executes rich client functionality 

! Vendors that depend on technologies already existing or embedded 
within desktop browser installations to provide rich client capabilities. 

Finally, ZapThink also examines the option of custom-built rich client interface 
using the latest client-side development languages. 

What is important to note is that none of the vendors discussed in this section 
have built their products specifically for Web Services or SOAs. Rather, they have 
built their products to solve the general problem of user interactivity over 
standards-based distributed computing technologies. In many instances, these 
vendor’s products can be used equally in tightly-coupled, n-tier scenarios as well 
as loosely-coupled Web Services-based service-oriented scenarios. However, 
what we care about most is that each of these products and solutions mentioned 
below be able to accomplish the following goals: 

! Provide access to Web Services located anywhere on the network, 
including on the local machine. 

! Provide a loosely coupled presentation layer that can sit on top of any 
arbitrary Service functionality. If the solution requires use of a Server-
side component, that server-side component must be loosely coupled 
from any business logic that the user requires to work with. This means 
that users should be allowed to make any changes to the interface 
without having to recode or make any subsequent changes to the 
underlying business logic. 

3.2.1. Proprietary Plug-ins 

One category of vendor aims to provide rich client capabilities on end user 
systems through the use of proprietary plug-ins or client-side code that serves to 
provide a controlled runtime environment for presentation logic. The benefits to 
basing a rich client on a browser plug-in are straightforward: by controlling the 
runtime environment, a vendor can guarantee that they can provide a consistent, 
fully-functional set of rich client capabilities to a browser or desktop application 
across multiple deployment environments. In addition, plug-ins aren’t limited by 
browser constraints or the sandbox environments of Java or .NET virtual 
machines, thus enabling a wider set of interaction capabilities over synchronous 
and asynchronous protocols. 

Some of the challenges that these plug-in vendors face is that they are 
dependent on the end user having either the plug-in already installed or they 
must implement a simple enough process by which they can get their client 
installed in the browser or on the desktop. In many instances, this installation is 
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a trivial matter, but in others, especially where IT administrators have clamped 
down on desktop application security, it can be a non-starter for end users.  

In addition, these rich clients are mostly meant for web-deployed applications, 
and thus it is difficult for people to use them for alternate channels such as 
mobile phones, PDAs, and embedded UI applications. 

a)a)a)a)    CurlCurlCurlCurl    

Started in 1998, CurlCurlCurlCurl is a veteran to the market of rich client solutions for 
distributed internet applications.  The basis of their solution is their own runtime 
environment called Surge that provides an executable environment for their Curl 
language. Curl also provides a language that supports a rich set of user interface 
capabilities that users can extend to provide additional functionality, from simple 
macros to direct control over the positioning of subcomponents.  A Just-in-time 
(JIT) compiler embedded in the client-side plug-in compiles the Curl code into 
native code for the end-user platform.  

The Curl language is intended for non-developers, and uses simple, uniform 
language syntax and semantics to avoid the discontinuities experienced by many 
rich client developers who need to master a wide range of languages and 
applications ranging from HTML to JavaScript to Java. In addition to the simple 
language, Curl provides a visual development environment for easy application 
development. As is required for all SOA rich clients, Curl applications can 
consume Web Services as well as expose its own applications as consumable 
Services. Finally, Curl does not require any special software on the server-side. 
Rather, just a means to deliver “.curl” files to end user systems equipped with 
the runtime plug-in. 

See Curl ZapNote (ZTZN-1142) for more details. 

 
b)b)b)b)    Macromedia FlexMacromedia FlexMacromedia FlexMacromedia Flex    

Like Curl, Macromedia was one of the early pioneers in rich user interaction 
across the Internet. In 1997, they made a splash in the market with their Flash 
product, and as of the date of this report, over 90% of Web browsers and 500 
million users are equipped with the Macromedia Flash player. Continuing this 
legacy, Macromedia has introduced its Flex product that leverages Flash to 
provide rich client capabilities over standards-based, loosely coupled distributed 
computing paradigms.  

The Flex solution addresses four key areas of rich client capabilities:  

! The ability to develop multi-step, complex user interaction scenarios, 
such as configuration, multi-page electronic forms, and elements that 
require context, flow, transitions, and visual effects. 

! The need for client-side business logic processing that is required for 
end user business logic validation, calculations, data verification, 
formatting, filtering, sorting, and other aspects of user feedback. 

! The need to directly and visually interact with data through metaphors 
such as drag-and-drop, data grids, list boxes, checkboxes, calendars, 
and other means for rich user interaction. 

! The ability to represent data and complex information in a visually 
intuitive manner to enable data visualization, data integration, graphing, 
charting, data drill-down, and other requirements for information insight. 

Macromedia Flex-based applications run and execute within Macromedia’s 
client-side Flash environment. So, in essence, Flex is a standards-based, 
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distributed programming model for the Flash client. In addition, Flex requires a 
server-side component, currently based on Java, to allow users to author and 
compile Flex applications for delivery at runtime to Flash clients. 

Users create Flex applications by writing in a proprietary XML-based declarative 
language for application development and UI called MXML. The language defines 
how users interact as well as provides a class library for artifacts like data grids, 
date choosers, and other interactive elements. MXML applications can consume 
Web Services, and provides the requisite decoupling of presentation logic from 
business logic. Finally, users can develop in any text-based editor they choose, 
although Macromedia is planning on releasing their own Flex IDE in the short-
term. 

Read more in the Macromedia Flex ZapNote (ZTZN-1143).  

 
c)c)c)c)    Laszlo SystemsLaszlo SystemsLaszlo SystemsLaszlo Systems    

Another company looking to leverage the legions of Macromedia Flash users is 
Laszlo SystemsLaszlo SystemsLaszlo SystemsLaszlo Systems. This firm has produced its own server-side offering called the 
Laszlo Presentation Server and XML-based development language called LZX to 
that provides rich client interaction and consumption of Web Services through 
the delivery of interactive Macromedia Flash SWF files to end-user clients.  

What gives the Laszlo Presentation Server (LPS) a competitive advantage over 
Macromedia Flex it supports all Flash plug-ins version 5.0 or later, while 
Macromedia Flex only supports the latest versions of the popular client-side plug-
in. On the client-side, all the end-user needs is an installation of Flash. On the 
server-side, LPS acts as a proxy, runtime compiler, and cache for LZX-based 
applications. The server is deployed as a servlet within traditional application 
servers and compiles the XML-based LZX into Flash SWF files that it then sends 
to the end user clients. 

On the developer side, users can utilize any integrated development environment 
(IDE) they like to create LZX scripts, which contains a set of XML tags that utilize 
ECMAScript (standardized JavaScript) to specify procedural code that can access 
Web Services and XPath for data mapping. The LZX language is independent of 
any Macromedia Flash APIs and has its own means to specify user interaction 
and scripting. While the company doesn’t provide its own IDE, it does provide a 
debugger for LZX code and live documentation for developer support. 

Read more in the Laszlo Systems ZapNote (ZTZN-1144). 

d)d)d)d)    DreamFactoryDreamFactoryDreamFactoryDreamFactory    

The eponymous DreamFactoryDreamFactoryDreamFactoryDreamFactory product also provides rich user interaction 
through a proprietary client-side control that manages user experience as well as 
session state and other operations. For users of Microsoft Internet Explorer, this 
control is an ActiveX plug-in that automatically downloads the first time a user 
accesses the application. Netscape and Opera users have a different plug-in that 
users are prompted to download when they first access a DreamFactory 
application. DreamFactory runs identically without re-authoring or re-formatting 
on Macintosh and Windows, and in Internet Explorer, Netscape Navigator, and 
Mozilla, and also as a stand-alone application. A Linux version is in development. 

What differentiates DreamFactory from Macromedia Flex and Laszlo Software is 
that the system doesn’t require any technology on the server. Rather than 
requiring a proprietary server or other server-side technology, DreamFactory’s 
solution enables companies to build rich client solutions based on WebSphere, 
WebLogic, .NET, and other standards-based applications and application servers 
for rich client capabilities that access business logic exposed as Services.  
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The product also comes with an IDE, built using DreamFactory, for visual 
development of rich client interfaces. Functionality is provided as a stand-alone 
executable for Windows and Macintosh. 

Read more in the DreamFactory ZapNote (ZTZN-1138). 

3.2.2. Java-based Rich Clients 

Another approach to delivering rich client functionality is the use of virtual 
machine technology, and in particular Java, for the delivery of client-side code 
that enables user interaction that’s more potent than browser-based interfaces 
and relies on standards-based development and implementation.  

Like proprietary plug-ins, one of the greatest benefits to using technologies like 
Java for client-side functionality is that most end user systems already have Java 
installed in their browser or on their desktop, and the functionality of Java far 
exceeds what is possible and capable using browser-based technologies without 
plug-ins. A benefit that Java has over proprietary plug-ins is that users can 
leverage the millions of Java developers and existing Java code to extend the 
capabilities of their client-side system. 

However, one of the primary challenges that Java faces that other proprietary 
plug-ins don’t is that Java implementations are often limited by the sandbox 
constraints that browsers impose on their runtime capabilities. In addition, not 
all Java installations are alike. As a result, Java has some browser reach and 
compatibility issues. However, companies that utilize Java as their rich client 
technology can bypass these issues by using features and functions that comply 
with the strictest of security policies and utilize common Java capabilities 
guaranteed on most installations. 

a)a)a)a)    AltioAltioAltioAltio    

One of the first Java-based rich client technologies was Altio’s Altio’s Altio’s Altio’s AltioLive platform, 
consisting of three main parts: a presentation server residing at the application 
server, a Java-based client-side control, and a visual development environment 
utilizing XML for UI description.  

The AltioLive Presentation Server (APS) manages the various elements of user 
interactivity and also serves as a means to manage thousands of simultaneous 
users. The product utilizes selective data routing to deliver only the required data 
to the right location at the right time. The APS provides a persistent, secure 
connection between the application client, transmitting data via configurable 
HTTP/HTTPS polling, streaming or EJB access mechanisms. 

The client-side runtime environment is a very thin Java-based application that 
provides a multi-window interface with dynamic, client-side processing 
capabilities. The product utilizes XML-based configuration to configure user 
interfaces for end users. Finally, the visual development environment consists of 
three key components: AltioLive Designer, Application Manager and 
Administration Tool, within their own AltioLive IDE to speed AltioLive application 
development, deployment and maintenance. The IDE enables definition of role-
based views within applications via the Application Manager, and allows for live 
Joint Application Development (JAD) sessions via a browser.  

Read more in the Altio ZapNote (ZTZN-1147). 

b)b)b)b)    NexawebNexawebNexawebNexaweb    

Another company innovating rich clients based on Java technology is Nexaweb. Nexaweb. Nexaweb. Nexaweb. 
The Nexaweb product suite consists of a server-side offering, a thin-client 
download, and a development suite. On the client side, the Nexaweb solution 
leverages Java code that can run natively within most browsers, or can run 
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standalone as a Java 2 Mobile Edition (J2ME) or Java application on a desktop 
system for offline functionality. On the server-side, Nexaweb may be run as a 
Servlet within any J2EE application server, leveraging existing technology for 
scaling, management, and security.  

The client enables users to view and interact with information in a Windows-style 
environment, including the ability to sort tables and resize columns, dynamically 
zoom in or out of graphs, drag-and-drop items, without requiring round-trip 
interactions with a Web server. The system receives updates to interface and 
data information in real-time, via an  asynchronous communication channel, 
loosely based on a stateful implementation of HTTP. The Nexaweb server 
software completely manages this HTTP implementation. All communication 
between the Nexaweb client and servers uses XML and Web Services, resulting 
in low network overhead compared to other thin client interactions. 

What makes the Nexaweb solution unique is the fact that its interface is fully 
controlled by XML-based style sheets, allowing users full control of all user 
interface aspects down to individual pixels. User interface instructions are based 
on XML User Interface Language (XUL), and 2D graphics for charts and graphs 
are rendered using the Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) standard. Users can 
access Nexaweb capabilities by simply placing XUL commands within their HTML, 
JSP, or other server-side code. In addition, developers have the full capability to 
change any portion or an entire application using standard, readable style 
sheets. 

Nexaweb Studio is Nexaweb’s development tool. Integrated with Eclipse and 
other development environments, Nexaweb Studio is focused on allowing non-
technical users to quickly and easily create rich user interfaces on top of Web 
Services applications. The VB-like development tool includes many of the 
features found in the most common IDEs, such as drag-and-drop, component 
and file management, source viewing and runtime previewing.  Nexaweb Studio 
ships with Eclipse, and also includes plug-ins for other IDEs. 

Read more in the Nexaweb ZapNote (ZTZN-1139). 

3.2.3. Browser-based Rich Clients 

A different approach to providing rich client capabilities is to use the 
technologies inherent in every browser to render rich user interfaces and provide 
dynamic user functionality – namely HTML, DHTML, XML, CSS, XSL, and 
JavaScript. One of the benefits to using these technologies is that the client-side 
applications can be particularly thin, not requiring any plug-in, applet, or 
downloaded control in order to provide the required functionality. Also, any client 
system that supports these standards can effectively render the output, 
including mobile devices, cell phones, and embedded applications. 

However, one of the biggest challenges of the browser-based approach is that it 
depends on the conformance of each endpoint to the strict specifications of the 
browser standards in order to guarantee identical functionality across the range 
of users. Some companies who have built to the browser-based approach have 
surmounted this challenge by providing many different configuration and client-
side settings based on the different assortment of available browsers. However, 
it is still difficult to insure that new browsers or technologies will continue to 
comply with these specifications.  

Regardless, many vendors in this space have found significant traction because 
their use of browser standards gives IT administrators the capability to control 
the application within their security and sandbox restrictions. Many proprietary 
plug-ins and Java applets scare administrators because of the inability to insure 
that they won’t perform any malicious activity, but since browser-based 
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technologies are well guarded in the browser sandbox, none of these issues 
apply. However, the parallel challenge of existing within the security confines of a 
sandbox are still restrictive and may prevent the scope of what these solutions 
can offer.  

a)a)a)a)    General InterfaceGeneral InterfaceGeneral InterfaceGeneral Interface    

General InterfaceGeneral InterfaceGeneral InterfaceGeneral Interface, formerly known as VersalentVersalentVersalentVersalent, also focuses on the challenge of 
deploying rich client functionality while maintaining the low total cost of 
ownership (TCO) of web-based approaches offers their General Interface Objects 
solution. 

Their approach is server-agnostic, like most browser-based rich client solutions, 
and doesn’t require any client-side plug-ins, downloads, or applets. All they 
require is that servers send well-formed XML from the Web server to a set of 
client-side XML/XSL/DHTML/JavaScript based foundation classes that deploy to 
the browser as XML and JavaScript files. These files are then instantiated within 
the browser as a Model-View-Controller based application.  

The foundation classes that are available are more than just the browser 
capabilities, since they also send over data and manipulation capabilities that 
include local caching of data as well as a communication broker object that 
allows clients to communicate over synchronous and asynchronous protocols to 
any number of servers. The client can also interact with Web Services through 
SOAP, XML-RPC, GET, POST, and other protocols. The General Interface 
development environment is based on their Objects product and runs within a 
browser. Their IDE looks like most existing IDEs in the market, but includes 
robust tools for debugging rich client applications.  

One of the limitations of the General Interface Objects is that it only works on the 
Microsoft Internet Explorer browser versions 5.5 and higher. At some point they 
will support Mozilla and AppleAppleAppleApple Safari browsers, but that’s not slated for an 
immediate release due to issues in variant support for DHTML and JavaScript. 
Regardless, this firm still should be an option for those considering this approach 
to rich clients because they have a very low per-seat cost and total cost of 
ownership. 

Read more in the General Interface ZapNote (ZTZN-1145). 

b)b)b)b)    JackBeJackBeJackBeJackBe    

JackBeJackBeJackBeJackBe’s    cleverly named product the NQ Suite (as in “Nimble and Quick”) is 
aimed at providing rich client interfaces over standards-based connectivity 
technologies. What makes JackBe unique from other approaches on the market 
is their focus on lowest TCO, the use of standards-based browser technologies 
such as HTML, JavaScript, and DHTML, and their simplified approach to 
application development and maintenance. Also, unlike other approaches, 
JackBe has tested their suite on a wide range of browser types, versions, and 
platforms to make sure they deliver consistent and predictable results. 

The JackBe NQ Suite is comprised of two major parts: runtime components that 
run in standard browser interfaces and an Integrated Developer Environment 
(IDE) for creating these applications. The runtime doesn’t require any proprietary 
client-side plug-in or virtual machine such as Java, but rather consists of NQ Mini-
assemblers, which translate user interfaces built with the IDE into standard 
browser-side interface technologies such as HTML, DHTML, JavaScript, XML, and 
XSL. The browser then renders these interfaces using its normal processing 
engine. The first time a user calls a JackBe application, these NQ Mini-
assemblers (only around 20 kilobytes in size) are sent to the client, and are then 
permanently cached so that they don’t need to be downloaded again.  
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The client then interacts with ordinary Web servers through HTTP or HTTPS. Data 
are sent between the client and server using the NQ Pacemakers, which provide 
a means for sending real-time data from the NQ Mini-assemblers without 
needing to reload the entire page, thus optimizing bandwidth. JackBe doesn’t 
provide or need any proprietary server to handle NQ Suite applications, but 
rather relies on standard server-side technology for aspects of security, reliability, 
and scalability. To deploy an NQ Suite application, users simply place the 
developed files on the server and execute them by visiting a URL.  

Finally, JackBe provides its own IDE called JackBuilder for developing NQ Suite 
applications. JackBuilder is Web-based and is actually created using the NQ 
Suite. The IDE uses wizards and a visual GUI to allow non-technical users to 
create capabilities such as data grids, tabs, menus, forms, input text areas, as 
well as critical components for integrating Web Services, XML documents, EJB 
applications, and other data sources, and communicating with the back-end Web 
server hosting JackBe applications. 

Read more in the JackBe ZapNote (ZTZN-1141). 

c)c)c)c)    SCO WebFace (Vultus)SCO WebFace (Vultus)SCO WebFace (Vultus)SCO WebFace (Vultus)    

SCOSCOSCOSCO entered the rich client market through their acquisition of VultusVultusVultusVultus and its 
WebFace product. Like General Interface and JackBe, WebFace provides rich 
client capabilities using browser-native technologies, and as a result delivers rich 
user interaction to portals and Web browsers without requiring any browser 
modification or the use of third-party plug-ins. Like General Interface, however, 
the product only runs on Microsoft Internet Explorer versions 5 and up. 

The WebFace presentation layer utilizes its own XML-based language called 
WebFace Application Markup Language (WAML) to deploy rich capabilities on top 
of XML, JavaScript and HTML. With WebFace, users can draw upon a 
comprehensive library of more the 80 objects to deliver a feature-rich windowing 
environment in a Web browser, or to other devices including wireless 
applications and PDAs. The objects are re-usable visual and non-visual 
components to enhance end-user performance and decrease development 
effort. 

The company also provides a rich Web-based IDE called WebFace Studio for 
client development and Service consumption. WebFace Studio offers a visual 
workshop that enables developers to design user interfaces in an easy-to-
understand, drag-and-drop environment, linking specific visual and non-visual 
components to back-end data and associated business logic. WebFace Studio 
utilizes deployment wizards to help developers and users simplify and automate 
the deployment of Internet applications. 

Read more in the SCO Web Face ZapNote (ZTZN-1146). 

3.2.4. Custom Developed Rich Clients 

Another approach to implementing rich clients is for developers to build their 
own utilizing the increasingly powerful .NET and Java languages, as well as 
scripting tools such as Perl, Python, and PHP that are providing richer support for 
Web Services and SOAs on a daily basis.  

Like earlier versions of Visual Basic, .NET-based languages are a credible 
offering for companies who wish to create their own custom applications and 
clients for distributed applications. The sorts of clients that can be created with 
.NET and Java can be fully loosely coupled from the application and data logic, 
allowing users to create general-purpose rich clients that can access a wide 
range of Services.  

While .NET and Java 
give users the 
opportunity to build 
their own rich client, 
the economics of 
building your own 
client follow the same 
for any custom code.  

! Decision Point 
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The reason why we discuss these “roll-your-own” possibilities is that in some 
cases, .NET development might be more cost-effective than purchasing solutions 
from a third-party vendors. However, the caveat is that the economics of building 
your own client follow the same for any custom code. Firms that develop and 
deploy their own rich clients face the same development, management, and 
deployment hassles that they would for any thick client deployment. As such, 
these approaches should only be used when there are few changes expected in 
the visual layout, user interaction, and end presentation logic, or when no 
vendors’ product adequately meets the requirements of the project. 

The following table outlines the capabilities and limitations of each of the 
approaches for building rich clients mentioned above: 
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Table III.1: Rich ClieTable III.1: Rich ClieTable III.1: Rich ClieTable III.1: Rich Client Solution Capabilities and Limitationsnt Solution Capabilities and Limitationsnt Solution Capabilities and Limitationsnt Solution Capabilities and Limitations    

Rich Client ApproachRich Client ApproachRich Client ApproachRich Client Approach    CapabilitiesCapabilitiesCapabilitiesCapabilities    LimitationsLimitationsLimitationsLimitations    
Proprietary Plug-in ! Can support widest range 

of user interaction 
requirements. 

! Not limited by browser 
sandbox and technology 
issues. 

! Easy to guarantee 
consistent, predictable 
user interaction. 

! End users must either 
have plug-in already 
installed or the ability to 
install client. 

! Must maintain end-user 
plug-in versioning. 

! Development is specific 
to plug-in language. 

! Not easy to support in 
all devices. 

Java or VM-based ! Can support very wide 
range of user interaction 
capabilities. 

! Supports existing Java 
development skills. 

! Runtime present on most 
machines. 

! Limited by browser 
sandbox and security 
issues. 

! Limited to functionality 
provided by Java or 
other VM runtimes. 

! Java implementation 
not consistent across 
browsers, desktops. 

Native-Browser Technology ! Lowest overall TCO. 
! Requires thin technology 

layer at both server and 
client-side. 

! Can leverage existing 
knowledge in DHTML. 
HTML, XML, XSL, and 
JavaScript. 

! In theory, can support 
widest range of devices 
and systems. 

! Hard to guarantee 
consistent, reliable 
interaction since 
dependent on browser 
versioning, capabilities.

! Limited by browser 
sandbox, security, and 
cookie settings. 

! Some implementations 
limited to single 
browser and version 
range. 

Custom developed.NET / 
Java 

! Fully custom rich clients 
possible. 

! Support for Web Services 
and SOA continuing to 
expand. 

! Must deal with issues of 
maintaining, 
developing, and 
deploying own code 
base. 

! Might impose 
requirements on clients.

3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3.    The Emerging Smart ClientThe Emerging Smart ClientThe Emerging Smart ClientThe Emerging Smart Client    

There are some firms, and in particular Microsoft, that are expanding the scope 
and idea of what rich clients can offer the user. In fact, these firms are even 
pushing the notion of a smart client that transcends the capabilities of rich 
clients, as defined above, in a number of key ways. 

First, the primary issue that smart clients tackle is the fact that many desktop 
applications have been built with little regard to the other machines and Services 
on the network as well as the other applications running on the desktop. In the 
past, end-users used features such as cut-and-paste in order to integrate and 
exchange information between their applications.  

In addition, managing disparate endpoints, whether or not they had rich client 
capabilities, was becoming a nightmare. Companies soon faced increasingly 
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more complex products relying on greater numbers of libraries and desktop 
application dependencies. The desktop OS became a cluttered mess of 
applications that were fragile, full of security holes, and sometimes incompatible 
with one another.  

While the rich clients we describe above focus on aspects of user experience, 
smart clients focus on the delivery and management of these rich interaction 
capabilities. Smart clients add additional capabilities for managing data, 
connectivity, and client deployment to make the use of rich clients a reality in any 
large, centrally managed IT infrastructure. Other key features of smart clients 
include: 

! Takes advantage of desktop and local resources  -- Smart clients, like 
rich clients, utilize local memory, CPU, disk, and data resources. Unlike 
rich clients, smart clients also take advantage of local applications, 
creating composite applications by aggregating Services and 
functionality from multiple local applications into coarse-grained 
capabilities. 

! Optimizes connectivity in online or offline modes – Smart clients can 
improve performance and usability of rich client functionality by adding 
local data caching and managing the connection between the client and 
servers it communicates with.  

! Intelligent and Remote Installation and Update capabilities – 
Companies can manage and deploy smart client applications in a more 
robust and intelligent manner than traditional rich client applications. 
Administrators can remotely deploy smart clients from a central server 
and have their capabilities and functions monitored on an ongoing basis 
to determine whether more active management or updates should be 
performed. Smart clients also allow companies to update applications 
while running and deploy them on demand through simple Web page 
access. 

! Remote management of desktop security – Smart clients allow central 
administrators to manage the specific policy settings on distributed 
endpoints and provide role-based security to restrict their functionality in 
semi-trusted scenarios. 

Two companies are currently trying to implement the vision of the smart client. 
Kinitos Kinitos Kinitos Kinitos is focused on smart client application management. This company 
enables the deployment, monitoring, updating, and rollback of .NET-based smart 
client applications. Using Kinitos, IT administrators can manage and control 
smart clients. The company also provides code libraries for developers to embed 
manageability directly into their .NET smart client applications.  

Another firm, SoftricitySoftricitySoftricitySoftricity, leverages its CitrixCitrixCitrixCitrix roots to convert traditional 
applications into remotely accessible, Service-based smart clients. The 
company’s SoftGrid product converts ordinary applications into centrally 
managed network services that can be remotely installed onto Windows 
machines across the enterprise. In essence, the product provides both remote 
manageability as well as portability and conversion of legacy code into smart 
client capabilities. 

3.4.3.4.3.4.3.4.    Building More Robust Presentation LaBuilding More Robust Presentation LaBuilding More Robust Presentation LaBuilding More Robust Presentation Layersyersyersyers    

Finally, there is another class of application that serves to enrich the 
presentation layer of applications that participate in an SOA, namely, the cross-
platform server-based offerings that provide the security and session context 

Smart clients add 
additional capabilities 
for managing data, 
connectivity, and 
client deployment to 
make the use of rich 
clients a reality in any 
large, centrally 
managed IT 
infrastructure. 
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described in Figure II-1. These offerings, also known as multi-channel 
presentation layer or user interaction management systems, offer the prospect 
of allowing users to interact with a given Service across multiple points of 
interaction, such as Web, email, phone, and mobile device, all the while 
maintaining a single session and security context and providing many of the 
capabilities of the rich client.  

These systems aim to provide a seamless user experience across devices, 
applications and intermittent connections. In addition, these systems provide a 
consistent user experience and presentation layer across multiple devices, thus 
serving as a rich client of sorts operating on behalf of different platforms and 
systems. This presentation layer can serve multiple devices and end points from 
the same business logic and Services, allowing a user to maintain a consistent 
user experience across multiple interaction channels.  

a)a)a)a)    Cysive Cysive Cysive Cysive CymbioCymbioCymbioCymbio    

One company providing this user interaction management system is Cysive Cysive Cysive Cysive and 
its Cymbio Interaction Server. The solution provides a universal interaction tier in 
which application functionality exposed through Web Services can be 
appropriately delivered to the correct end destination, whether desktop, mobile 
device, voice server, or another back-end system. In addition, Cymbio aims to 
assist in the complex task of orchestrating and aggregating multiple Web 
Services into a cohesive end-user experience. 

Cymbio isolates interaction and presentation logic in a separate execution tier in 
order to manage the flow of synchronous as well as asynchronous application 
flow. The solution automatically handles the complex user interface and 
connectivity requirements of each channel and device, ranging from the always 
connected nature of back-end applications to the sometimes connected nature 
of cell phones and PDAs to the unknown connectivity state of trading partner 
systems.  

The Interaction Manager component of the product handles user identity, 
context, and personalization, as well as localization. It also offers Cysive’s patent-
pending Follow-On Technology that allows the system to maintain long-lived 
interactions between applications and devices. The system uses this patented 
technology to extend Web Services sessions into a persistent entity that is 
available across the lifecycle of a transaction through multiple devices and 
systems. Cymbio incorporates a state machine at core of its product to manage 
asynchronous Web Services transactions. 

Cymbio supports cell phones, J2ME clients, pagers, web browsers, PDAs , voice 
browsers, and  generic Web Services. For each of these  delivery channels, the 
product delivers content that is compliant with the emerging W3C Composite 
Capabilities/Preferences Profiles (CC/PP) specification. CC/PP defines how to 
detect the unique characteristics of requesting channels and defines properties 
related to the hardware, software, operating system, browser, and network being 
used. Protocols and formats supported include cHTML , HDML, HTML, iHTML, 
SOAP, WAP/WML, and VXML. 

Read more in the Cysive ZapNote (ZTBN-0307). 

b)b)b)b)    RatchetSoftRatchetSoftRatchetSoftRatchetSoft    

RatchetSoftRatchetSoftRatchetSoftRatchetSoft takes yet another take on the Web Services presentation layer 
challenge by providing a tool called Ratchet-X that maps user interface elements 
of existing desktop client applications to Service interfaces at a wide range of 
levels of granularity, thus freeing the developer from having to make any Service 
exposure assumptions. RatchetSoft introduces a notion called Service-Oriented 
Mass Customization (SOMC). The idea of the SOMC approach is to shift 

User interaction 
management systems 
aim to provide a 
seamless user 
experience across 
devices, applications 
and intermittent 
connections. 
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customization decisions from ones made at design-time by the developer 
(Services they expose), to decisions made at runtime by the consumer (Services 
that they consume, regardless of whether or not they were coded ahead of time). 
In essence, SOMC is an application customization philosophy designed to allow 
the user to customize application behavior to the software they are consuming, 
regardless of whether or not the developer conceived of those behaviors ahead 
of time.  

The  fundamental way in which Ratchet-X works is by providing a Reflective User 
Interface, which translates UI elements, such as entry fields, text in windows, 
menu elements, and other elements of user interaction into structured data that 
can be inspected and manipulated at runtime, through Service interfaces, by 
other applications. Ratchet-X creates Reflective UIs through a software 
component called a Context Builder, which automatically maps UI elements to 
Services once the suite is compiled into the application by the developer. These 
Services are then consumed by other RatchetSoft tools to greatly simplify the 
application customization process. 

While not providing the same benefits as rich clients, the solution furthers the 
smart client value proposition by increasing developer productivity through the 
direct and immediate integration between desktop applications and back-end 
data sources via directly queryable Service interfaces. The product also 
significantly reduces the number of modification, test and release cycles since 
users can implement many application behavioral changes on their own. Finally, 
the reflective UI approach improves interaction between software developers and 
their value-added partners by enabling their applications to be modified without 
having to share source code or forcing customers to work with complicated APIs. 

Read more in the RatchetSoft ZapNote (ZTZN-1148). 

3.5.3.5.3.5.3.5.    Emerging StandardsEmerging StandardsEmerging StandardsEmerging Standards for Rich Clients for Rich Clients for Rich Clients for Rich Clients    

In support of the range of efforts to provide rich client and smart client interfaces 
to Web Services-based SOAs are a number of XML-based standards that help to 
define various parts of the presentation layer. These specifications are covered 
in detail below. 

3.5.1. XAML 

Developed by MicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoft as part of its move to develop rich client functionality in 
its Longhorn-wave of OS improvements, the Extensible Application Markup 
Language (XAML) provides an XML-based declarative programming language 
that enables developers to specify a hierarchy of objects with a set of properties 
and logic for user interface elements. XAML enables users to define the basic 
and advanced elements of UI without requiring any coding. While the primary 
client for XAML will be the project Avalon code that will end up in the OS, 
Microsoft created the language in such a way that any development tool could 
create rich clients for distributed, Web Services-based applications.  

Developers frequently ask why Microsoft decided to invent a new markup 
language for building user interfaces, rather than using a number of existing 
languages covered in this report, including XHTML, SVG, and XUL. Simply put, 
Avalon contains a number of advanced UI capabilities that are unique to the 
Longhorn wave of Windows OS improvements, such as scaling and rotation of 
text and graphics, animation, as well as a tight association between XAML 
elements and runtime rendering of those objects. As a result, Microsoft designed 
XAML to integrate directly with technologies such as Microsoft’s new WinFX 
graphic rendering technology, which was not in the scope of the other languages 
mentioned. 

A Reflective User 
Interface translates 
UI elements, such as 
entry fields, text in 
windows, menu 
elements, and other 
elements of user 
interaction into 
structured data that 
can be inspected and 
manipulated at 
runtime. 
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In addition, XAML’s principal target is Windows-based applications that provide 
smart client capabilities in addition to rich client interfaces. Despite the seeming 
competition with a number of other formats, XAML UI elements can easily be 
translated into like elements in other languages, if they exist, through the use of 
XSLT. This is one of the primary benefits of standards-based UI markup: the ease 
of translation from one representation to another. The same cannot be said for 
any UI described in programming logic.  

3.5.2. XUL 

Another format focused on the XML-based representation of user interface 
elements is the XUL language (pronounced zool), alternately described as the 
XML-based User Interface Language, XML User Interface Language, or 
Extensible User Interface Language. Originally, the XUL language was associated 
with the MozillaMozillaMozillaMozilla XPToolkit Project, but has since garnered interest from many 
other players, including NexawebNexawebNexawebNexaweb, discussed earlier in this section. 

Like, XAML, XUL allows users to describe user interface characteristics in a 
platform and application-neutral manner that can then run connected or 
disconnected from the Internet. Applications written in XUL are based on XML. 
HTML 4.0, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) 1 and 2, Document Object Model (DOM) 
Levels 1 and 2, and JavaScript 1.5, including ECMAScript.  

In XUL, the programmatic logic is described in XUL and a companion 
specification called the eXtensible Binding Language (XBL). Developers describe 
the visual interface using CSS, HTML, and images, and describe language-
specific text labels using DTDs and string bundles in .properties files. The 
language also includes layout primitives for providing boxes, grids, stacks, and 
other such items, widgets for creating menus, toolbars, buttons, and other user 
interaction elements, commands for accessing user interaction, and templates 
for binding UI to back-end data, represented in the RDF format.  To implement 
XUL, then, one needs a layout engine that combines XML, CSS, DOM, and 
JavaScript. 

3.5.3. UIML 

Another initiative is the OASIS-based effort called the User Interface Markup 
Language (UIML) that aims to provide UI capabilities similar to XUL and UIML. 
Leveraging the UIML3 specification created by Virginia Tech’s Center for Human 
Computer Interaction, Harmonia, IncHarmonia, IncHarmonia, IncHarmonia, Inc., and other organizations on uiml.org, XUL 
and UIML are fairly similar in that both provide an XML-based language for 
abstracting user interface definition, simplify localization, customization, and 
personalization by separating content from structure, and separate the business 
logic from the presentation logic.   

However, the key difference is that XUL requires users to combine the XUL 
language with JavaScript, XBL, CSS, and DTD of string bundles to achieve the 
necessary functionality, while UIML aims to package all these capabilities into a 
single language. The way that this packaging is accomplished is breaking the 
definition of a user interface into its six fundamental components: structure, 
content, style, behavior, presentation, and logic.  The structural aspect defines 
the visual aspects of the interface in an abstract manner suitable for Web, voice, 
or any other interface. Content describes the information that populates UI 
elements, whereas style defines how users visualize those content elements on 
the interface. Behavior controls how different UI elements interact with the user 
while presentation and logic control the flow by which users can navigate these 
UI elements and bind them to back-end systems, respectively. 
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3.5.4. XForms 

Another key specification is the XForms standard, maintained by the W3CW3CW3CW3C. 
XForms focuses specifically on providing interactive forms-based interaction with 
users across multiple interfaces, data types, and steps in a process. As such, 
XForms aims to support the widest range of input types, provide rich user 
interface for intelligent forms interaction, decouple the forms data, logic and 
presentation, improve internationalization of forms, support structured forms 
data and advanced forms logic, provide a means to support multiple forms on a 
page and multiple pages per form, and include ability to suspend and resume 
any forms entering capabilities, using an XML-based language.  

The key issue that XForms addresses is that HTML-based forms are a particularly 
crude way of soliciting data from users. In HTML, the form, presentation, and 
data binding are all tightly coupled to each other. XForms, however, separates 
the description of what the form does, from how the form looks, and how it 
submits data back to the server. This allows the client to render a single form in 
a wide variety of ways.  

The XForms user interface standardizes the visual controls with an eye towards 
replacing HTML and XHTML forms tags, and developers can also use it within 
other interface languages, such as SVG and VoiceXML. XForms expresses the 
collection of data from these forms as XML instance data, which are described 
using XForms syntax. XForms supports workflow, auto-fill, and pre-fill form 
applications through the use of instance data. Finally, the XForms Submit 
Protocol defines how XForms send and receive data, including the ability to 
suspend and resume the completion of a form. 

Vendors that support XForms include Focus SolutionsFocus SolutionsFocus SolutionsFocus Solutions, featured in the Focus 
Solutions ZapNote (ZTZN-1149), and NovellNovellNovellNovell, which has support for XForms in its 
portal and exteNd series of products in order to support to robust workflow and 
user interactivity. 

3.5.5. SVG 

Focusing on solving the specific challenge of describing Scalable Vector Graphics 
(SVG) in an application-neutral manner, the XML-based SVG spec describes two-
dimensional graphics and graphical applications in XML. The spec consists of an 
XML-based file format that describes shapes, text, and embedded raster 
graphics, and a programming API for graphical applications that supports 
scripting through languages such as ECMAScript, and can include a wide range 
of interaction including animation.  

Supported by vendors including AdobeAdobeAdobeAdobe, SVG leverages other specs including 
JPEG and PNG for bitmap image formats, DOM for scripting and interactivity, the 
Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) for animation, and CSS 
for styling. 

3.5.6. Voice Interface XML Formats 

Just as important as interacting with visual user interfaces is the need to interact 
with voice, phone, and other verbal forms of interaction. As such, the W3CW3CW3CW3C has 
produced the VoiceXML specification, focused on allowing users to interact with 
a variety of voice-based interfaces including touch-tone keypads, spoken 
commands, prerecorded speech, synthetic speech, and music. VoiceXML 
enables users to create interfaces that can be used across Web browsers, 
telephones, and voice-activated systems.  

The W3C group actually is specifying a suite of different markup languages 
covering dialog leveraging the actual VoiceXML format, speech synthesis using 

HTML-based forms 
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data from users. In 
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Speech Synthesis Markup Language (SSML), speech recognition based on 
Speech Recognition Grammar Specification, and call control based on Call 
Control XML.  

VoiceXML allows users to create a description of a dialog between computer and 
user that can output text, graphics, synthesized speech, digitized audio, and also 
provides means to recognize inputs from all these sources. A number of 
companies, including AT&T, Lucent, HewlettAT&T, Lucent, HewlettAT&T, Lucent, HewlettAT&T, Lucent, Hewlett----Packard, IBM, Motorola,Packard, IBM, Motorola,Packard, IBM, Motorola,Packard, IBM, Motorola, and others 
are working on voice-based browsers, intelligent phone applications, and other 
applications based on VoiceXML. 

IV.IV.IV.IV.    Market TrendsMarket TrendsMarket TrendsMarket Trends    
Given that the use of rich clients for distributed applications are just emerging, 
and given the fact that applying these technologies to Web Services and SOAs is 
at its infancy, the market for commercial solutions that address the 
requirements of rich user interactivity for SOAs is nascent. However, the value 
proposition for implementing rich clients, smart clients, and non-Web based 
interfaces to information is extremely compelling for businesses of all sizes, 
types, and industries. As a result, ZapThink expects the market for these 
products to increase dramatically over the next few years as end-users adopt 
and product vendors embed this functionality into their applications and 
operating systems. 

4.1.4.1.4.1.4.1.    Growth of the Rich Clients for SOAs OpportunityGrowth of the Rich Clients for SOAs OpportunityGrowth of the Rich Clients for SOAs OpportunityGrowth of the Rich Clients for SOAs Opportunity    

There is significant opportunity for both new entrant vendors, which are those 
new companies or company divisions specifically created to solve the challenge 
of providing rich presentation layers on top of Web Services and SOAs, as well as 
incumbent vendors, which are those companies with existing UI investments that 
will increasingly focus their attention on providing rich client solutions.  

The “incumbent” market consists of the existing markets for user interface 
development tools, user interface runtime tools, and interactive Web application 
tools. This includes those that produce interactive Web-based interfaces such as 
MacromediaMacromediaMacromediaMacromedia Flash as well as web and client/server design tools focused on 
solely the visual aspects of application development. 

4.1.1. Key market milestones 

ZapThink believes that the growth of this market, and the window of opportunity 
for new entrant firms will be impacted by the following major events, as they 
inevitably unfold in the market: 

! Entry of Macromedia Flex – While MacromediaMacromediaMacromediaMacromedia Flex is new to the 
market, there is no question about Macromedia Flash’s impact on the 
world of visual interface as it relates to Web development. As 
Macromedia unleashes the legions of developers on the challenge of 
building rich clients for Web Services, the market opportunity for new 
entrants and incumbent vendors alike will increase substantially. 
ZapThink believes that this growth phase spurred by Macromedia, the 
growth of Web Services adoption, and the late entry of Microsoft Microsoft Microsoft Microsoft into the 
market with its Longhorn wave of OS improvements, will exist until the 
early part of 2007. 

! Emergence of Microsoft’s Avalon-powered Longhorn – The window of 
opportunity for new entrants will start to wane when Microsoft makes 
the Longhorn wave of OS improvements generally available in 2006, at 
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the earliest. As such, new entrants and non-OS incumbents will find 
significant opportunity until mid 2007, when growth will begin to wane 
as Microsoft attempts to extend its UI to handle this capability in a 
native fashion. Companies that aim to exist after the 2007 timeframe 
and provide a rich client experience on the Windows platform should 
have an OEM and partnering strategy complimentary to the Windows 
offering. 

! Growth of Office, Adobe Acrobat, and Rich Desktop Application adoption 
– Growth of new entrant market opportunity will also begin to wane as a 
result of an increasing set of desktop applications embedding Web 
Services into their own interfaces, thus restricting the set of 
opportunities for general-purpose rich client solutions. However, this 
time line is also a few years out, beginning to impact new entrant 
vendors no earlier than 2006 and no later than 2008, since these new 
solutions require end users to phase out their old implementations in 
favor of new ones. The emergence of Avalon and continued sluggish 
investment in IT infrastructure suggests that rich desktop applications 
will become a widespread reality in the above mentioned timeframe. 

4.1.2. Methodology 

ZapThink bases its new entrant market numbers on an analysis of existing 
revenue figures provided by the current new entrants in each market segment, 
adjusting for possible errors and uncertainty, including under- and over-reporting 
of revenues and best-guess estimates for companies not briefed for this report. 
Those numbers are then placed into the context of the overall changes affecting 
the market for Web Services Presentation Layers as covered in ZapThink’s 
existing research. 

ZapThink then calculates a range of market sizing numbers for incumbent 
markets based on existing third-party research for each of these incumbent 
markets. We then multiply the low, high, and average incumbent market 
numbers by the percentage of the incumbent market predicted to be SO by 
ZapThink’s analysis of the SO market trends. Therefore, it is also possible to 
input other third-party numbers in the place of the numbers in this report to 
obtain adjusted SO incumbent percentages based on third-party analyst 
research. 

Based on these calculations, ZapThink is then able to estimate the total market 
size for the markets described above, which is the sum of the new entrant 
contribution and the incumbent SO portion to each core SO market. From those 
values we can then calculate the portion of each SO market that is due to the 
new entrants in that market. 

4.1.3. Market Sizing and Growth 

This section contains the following information: 
! A table with the raw data found in the graphs. 
! A graph showing the revenue of new entrants as a part of the total 

market for the markets in question. This graph may sometimes be 
represented in logarithmic form due to the relative size difference 
between total market and new entrant numbers.  

! A graph showing the total market in question as a part of the total 
incumbent market. This graph illustrates the trend of incumbents to add 
capabilities of the new entrant market their existing software. 

! A line graph showing the high, low, and average market size numbers for 
the market in question. These ranges take into account the differing 
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values of third-party incumbent predictions. The actual market size will 
be between the low and high numbers. 

! A percentage graph showing the percent of each incumbent market that 
is part of the total market in question.  

! A percentage graph showing the percent of the market that is 
represented by new entrants. 

The below chart and table shows ZapThink’s expected growth opportunity for 
new entrants and incumbent vendors: 

Table Table Table Table IVIVIVIV....1111: Rich Clients for SOA Market Size ($Millions): Rich Clients for SOA Market Size ($Millions): Rich Clients for SOA Market Size ($Millions): Rich Clients for SOA Market Size ($Millions)    

        2004200420042004    2005200520052005    2006200620062006    2007200720072007    2008200820082008    2009200920092009    2010201020102010    
New Entrant $22.50 $68.00 $118.50 $146.90 $132.80 $102.40 $88.10 

% of Incumbent providing solution 2% 6% 10% 18% 32% 48% 61%

Total Market Size (Low) $36.30 $111.50 $199.59 $303.50 $450.24 $588.16 $771.30 

Total Market Size (Avg) $38.65 $122.75 $223.00 $347.83 $517.12 $717.52 $923.80 

Total Market Size (High) $41.00 $134.00 $246.41 $392.15 $584.00 $846.88 $1,076.30 

Incumbent Market (Avg) $807.50 $912.50 $1,024.50 $1,116.25 $1,201.00 $1,281.50 $1,370.00 

% of Market that is New Entrant 58% 55% 53% 42% 26% 14% 10%
 Source: Copyright © 2004 ZapThink, LLC 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV----1111: R: R: R: Rich Client for SOAs: New Entrants vs. Total Marketich Client for SOAs: New Entrants vs. Total Marketich Client for SOAs: New Entrants vs. Total Marketich Client for SOAs: New Entrants vs. Total Market    
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 Source: Copyright © 2004 ZapThink, LLC 

Key points to be drawn from Figure IV-1: 

! The window of opportunity for new entrants in the rich clients for SOAs 
market exists through 2007-2008, when the incumbent market will 
come to impact the space. 

! Opportunities for new entrants will peak in 2007 at almost $147 million. 

! The total opportunity for rich clients for SOAs is over $923 million by 
2010 realized by new entrant and incumbent vendors. 

The total opportunity 
for rich clients for 
SOAs is over $923 
million by 2010 
realized by new 
entrant and 
incumbent vendors. 
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! The size of the new entrant market will decrease from representing the 
majority of dollars spent to under 10% of dollars spent by 2010. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV----2222: Total Market vs. Incumb: Total Market vs. Incumb: Total Market vs. Incumb: Total Market vs. Incumbent Marketent Marketent Marketent Market    

 
 Source: Copyright © 2004 ZapThink, LLC 

Key points to be drawn from Figure IV-2: 

! The incumbent user interface markets will become primarily Web 
Services by 2009-2010. 

! The total rich client markets will continue to show growth during 2004-
2010. 

! The total presentation layer markets will reach over $1.4 billion by 
2010. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV----3333: Rich Clients for SOAs Market Size Ranges: Rich Clients for SOAs Market Size Ranges: Rich Clients for SOAs Market Size Ranges: Rich Clients for SOAs Market Size Ranges    
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 Source: Copyright © 2004 ZapThink, LLC 

Key points to be drawn from Figure IV-3: 

! The total rich clients for SOAs market size ranges from $36 million to 
$41 million in 2004 to $771 million to over $1 billion in 2010, with 
expected sizes of $38 million in 2004 to $923 million in 2010. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV----4444: Rich Clients for SOAs: Rich Clients for SOAs: Rich Clients for SOAs: Rich Clients for SOAs: Portion of Incumbent Market: Portion of Incumbent Market: Portion of Incumbent Market: Portion of Incumbent Market    
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 Source: Copyright © 2004 ZapThink, LLC 

Key points to be drawn from Figure IV-4: 

! Only 2% of the incumbent presentation layers market is Web Services in 
2003, but that percentage will go to 61% by 2010. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure IVIVIVIV----5555: Portion of Rich Client Market for New Entrants: Portion of Rich Client Market for New Entrants: Portion of Rich Client Market for New Entrants: Portion of Rich Client Market for New Entrants    
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 Source: Copyright © 2004 ZapThink, LLC 

Key points to be drawn from Figure IV-5: 

! New Entrants will represent the majority of opportunities for Web 
Services Presentation layers until 2007, when market share will 
dramatically shift to incumbent vendors.  

! As the market grows, the portion represented by new entrants will 
decrease, with new entrants becoming an very small portion of the 
market by 2009. 

4.2.4.2.4.2.4.2.    Growth Drivers Growth Drivers Growth Drivers Growth Drivers for Market Adoption of Rich Clients for SOAsfor Market Adoption of Rich Clients for SOAsfor Market Adoption of Rich Clients for SOAsfor Market Adoption of Rich Clients for SOAs    

There are a number of factors that will contribute to the growth and acceleration 
of adoption of rich client and smart client interfaces for Web Services. In 
particular, ZapThink sees three large trends that will serve to improve the 
prospects for new entrants and incumbent vendors looking to capitalize on 
opportunities discussed in this report: 

! The increasing adoption of devices, mobile computing, and sometimes-
connected systems – As companies look to increasingly make use of a 
wider array of interaction devices, ranging from PDAs to cell phones and 
voice systems, they will realize that their current method for producing 
and delivering UI capabilities are inadequate. As companies accelerate 
the pace of adopting computing assets that are incongruous with Web-
based browser style interfaces, they will seek to adopt the presentation 
layer technologies mentioned in this report.  

! Increasing use of asynchrony and event-driven Web Services interaction 
– Even in the case where end users are seeking to provide interaction 
between systems that are perpetually connected to the network, the 
desire to use asynchronous modes of communication and event-based 
triggers for applications running in distributed processes will necessitate 
the movement away from stateless, synchronous, and non-event based 
UIs such as Web browsers. The sooner that companies move to adopt 
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distributed computing based on asynchronous communications, the 
greater the value proposition for rich clients. 

! Accelerated adoption of e-Forms and smart client-side handling of data 
– As companies and other organizations look to improve their 
interaction with their customers, partners, employees, and/or citizens, 
they will seek user interface technologies that provide robust support for 
electronic forms processing. Given that the Web makes a poor forms 
processing interface, the rich client approaches discussed in this report 
will become very appealing for companies looking to solve distributed, 
document-based user interfaces requiring client-side intelligence and 
processing. 

If any of the above market accelerators occur before 2006, new entrants will 
realize the lion’s share of this market opportunity. 

4.3.4.3.4.3.4.3.    Potential Barriers to Adoption of Potential Barriers to Adoption of Potential Barriers to Adoption of Potential Barriers to Adoption of  Rich Clients for SOAs Rich Clients for SOAs Rich Clients for SOAs Rich Clients for SOAs    

ZapThink also sees a number of factors that might contribute to a slowing of the 
adoption of rich client technologies. In particular, the following issues may 
surface to cause companies to think twice about implementing rich or smart 
clients from new entrants and incumbents alike: 

! Balkanization of UI standards – There is considerable flux and lack of 
cooperation when it comes to XML-based formats for specifying user 
interface and client-side business logic. Even if transformations exist to 
convert between similar formats, there is a high likelihood that any 
interface designed on a particular XML-based format will not be 
compatible with a system that requires a different XML format. As such, 
many UI formats may remain proprietary, slowing the growth of the 
market, if developers realize that they might be pigeonholed into 
development on a specific platform with no opportunity for reuse. 

! Movement away from general-purpose interfaces to increasing use of 
applications and OS capabilities – As purpose-built applications and 
operating systems start to embed rich client capabilities, the need to 
purchase these solutions from third-parties will wane. Given that there 
are few such applications with Web Services capabilities in the market 
today, ZapThink believes that this embedding will impact the market 
many years down the road – if at all. 

! The emergence of serious security concerns – If new entrants and 
incumbents expose serious security flaws in their approaches and do 
nothing to solve those problems, then end users might balk from 
implementing rich or smart clients at all in their enterprises, thus 
stunting market opportunity and growth – perhaps fatally. 

If these above factors occur before 2006, then the overall market opportunity for 
new entrants and incumbents will be seriously impacted. 

V.V.V.V.    ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    
As companies desire richer interaction between their Web Services-based 
applications and the users of those applications, rich client solutions such as 
those provided by the new class of Web Services-enabled rich client vendors will 
increasingly gain prominence in the enterprise. Users will increasingly demand 
the ability to present very large data sets to a dispersed audience without 
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sacrificing the economics that either Web applications or the rich user 
experience that traditional client/server applications provide. 

Current Web technologies are simply not sufficient to meet the requirements of 
the rich user interface. The Web protocols – HTTP and HTML – were not meant 
for enabling sometimes connected clients, rich user interaction, or stateful 
connections between clients and distributed computing applications. As a result, 
the clients and presentation layers we have built to date, especially those built 
with portal technology, only leverage Web-based technology that has limited user 
interactivity capabilities.  

New technologies, standards, and approaches from companies innovating at the 
intersection between rich client functionality and Service-oriented computing 
offer companies a combination of low cost of ownership and high user 
productivity. These new rich and smart clients offer such companies a way to 
leverage the benefits of SOAs without making the sacrifices they have come to 
expect with Web-based solutions. 

5.1.5.1.5.1.5.1.    Key NotesKey NotesKey NotesKey Notes    

! The usability of an application’s interface determines the usability of the 
application. 

! The advent of the Web sacrificed much of the robust client functionality of 
the thick clients in client/server architectures for the benefits of thin clients. 

! In most early computing systems, an application controlled both its user 
interaction as well as the underlying business logic to process – tightly 
coupling the interface. 

! The line between “thin” and “thick” clients is becoming increasingly blurred. 
! The rich client can take advantage of standards-based, Service-oriented (SO) 

approaches to integrate all the content, communications, and application 
interfaces it can physically access. 

! Rich clients enable online, offline, and sometimes-connected modes of 
interaction. 

! While providing an integrated view of information from multiple systems, 
most portals only provide separate views into separate applications and not 
an integrated, composite application 

! An SOA mandates loose coupling, not only between the Services and their 
underlying implementation, but also their visualization and representation. 

! The desktop OS serves as the primary point of interaction with users, and as 
such, the most popular desktop OS environments will have rich client 
capabilities by 2007. 

! New offerings from major software vendors blur the lines between document 
editing activities and interaction with live sources of distributed data. 

! One emerging category of vendor aims to provide rich client capabilities on 
end user systems through the use of proprietary plug-ins or client-side code. 

! Like proprietary plug-ins, one of the greatest benefits to using technologies 
like Java for client-side functionality is that most end user systems already 
have Java installed in their browser or on their desktop. 

! A different approach to providing rich client capabilities is to use the 
technologies inherent in every browser to render rich user interfaces and 
provide dynamic user functionality. 

! Smart clients add additional capabilities for managing data, connectivity, and 
client deployment to make the use of rich clients a reality in any large, 
centrally managed IT infrastructure. 

! User interaction management systems aim to provide a seamless user 
experience across devices, applications and intermittent connections. 
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! A Reflective User Interface translates UI elements, such as entry fields, text 
in windows, menu elements, and other elements of user interaction into 
structured data that can be inspected and manipulated at runtime. 

! ZapThink believes that the growth phase for rich clients on SOAs will exist 
until the early part of 2007. 

! The total presentation layer markets will reach over $1.4 billion by 2010. 
! Only 2% of the incumbent presentation layers market is Web Services in 

2003, but that percentage will go to 61% by 2010. 
! New entrants will represent the majority of opportunities for Web Services 

Presentation layers until 2007, when market share will dramatically shift to 
incumbent vendors 

! Many UI formats may remain proprietary, slowing the growth of the market, if 
developers realize that they might be pigeonholed into development on a 
specific platform. 

5.2.5.2.5.2.5.2.    Decision PointsDecision PointsDecision PointsDecision Points    

! Rich clients in part rely upon SOAs to provide the optimal combination of rich 
user interaction and low cost of ownership 

! While exhibiting excellent economics, the Web, and in particular HTML, is not 
an adequate substitute for their existing tightly coupled client/server 
technologies. 

! What we really care about is whether or not the consumer of a given client 
can value-add the service with a rich set of user interactivity.  

! Companies must evolve beyond the simplistic Web-based portals and use 
Web Services-based, Service-Oriented rich clients that leverage new 
technologies, protocols, and user interface approaches. 

! While .NET and Java give users the opportunity to build their own rich client, 
the economics of building your own client follow the same for any custom 
code.  

! HTML-based forms are a particularly crude way of soliciting data from users. 
In HTML, the form, presentation, and data binding are all tightly coupledr. 

! ZapThink expects the market for rich client products to increase dramatically 
over the next few years. 

! Companies that aim to exist after the 2007 timeframe and provide a rich 
client experience on the Windows platform should have an OEM and 
partnering strategy complimentary to the Windows offering. 

! The total opportunity for rich clients for SOAs is over $923 million by 2010 
realized by new entrant and incumbent vendors. 

! If key market accelerators occur before 2006, new entrants will realize the 
lion’s share of this market opportunity. 

5.3.5.3.5.3.5.3.    FiguresFiguresFiguresFigures    

! Figure II-1: Simplified Systems View of SOA 
! Figure IV-1: Rich Client for SOAs: New Entrants vs. Total Market 
! Figure IV-2: Total Market vs. Incumbent Market 
! Figure IV-3: Web Services Presentation Layers Market Size Ranges 
! Figure IV-4: Rich Clients for SOAs: Portion of Incumbent Market 
! Figure IV-5: Portion of Web Services Presentation Layer Market for New 

Entrants 

5.4.5.4.5.4.5.4.    TablesTablesTablesTables    

! Table III.1: Rich Client Solution Capabilities and Limitations 
! Table IV.1: Rich Clients for SOA Market Size ($Millions)
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About ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLCAbout ZapThink, LLC    

ZapThink is an IT market intelligence firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight into 
XML, Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our target audience of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 

ZapThink’s role is to help companies understand these IT products and services in the context 
of SOAs and the vision of Service Orientation. ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT 
vendors who offer XML and Web Services-based products to help them understand their 
competitive landscape and how to communicate their value proposition to their customers 
within the context of Service Orientation, and lay out their product roadmaps for the coming 
wave of Service Orientation. ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users 
who are seeking guidance and clarity into how to assemble the available products and 
services into a coherent roadmap to Service Orientation. Finally, ZapThink provides demand 
intelligence to IT vendors and service providers who must understand the needs of IT users as 
they follow the roadmap to Service Orientation. 

ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOAs by vendors, end-users, and the press. They are in great demand as speakers, and 
have presented at conferences and industry events around the world. They are among the 
most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry. 

ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Waltham, Massachusetts. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms, public sector organizations around the world, and many 
emerging businesses. ZapThink Analysts have years of experience in IT as well as research 
and analysis. Its analysts have previously been with such firms as IDC and ChannelWave, and 
have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as RosettaNet, UDDI, 
CPExchange, ebXML, EIDX, and CompTIA. 

Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how XML and Web Services impact your business or organization. 
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